
ESSAY PROMPTS VIDEOS

Video prompts are sketch-note animation videos that inspire students to think creatively. These include maker
challenges, STEM prompts, and creative writing. .

Before Breaks: These can also work well right before a fall, winter, or spring break. Email Address. When
students love writing, they write more and when they write more, they improve in their writing fluency. This
is why I created Video Writing Prompts. At this time, I prefer to keep this site fully ad-free. Featured Writing
Prompt The Power of a Teacher When my son was in the fourth grade, he had a teacher who inspired her
students to love writing. Sign up below to get a set of prompts and updates each time I create a new one. Her
creative genius was that she knew how to curate resources and find the right tools to help her students fall in
love with writing. High-interest option for a substitute teacher. This is why I love creating video writing ideas.
Now check your email to confirm your subscription. Consider Subscribing You can find them all in this
YouTube playlist. You should get them within an hour. I believe that the most powerful element for helping
developing writers is the role of a teacher. Can I share it with you? Frequently Asked Questions Is this site
actually free? I used to hand students paragraph-long writing prompts and it felt overwhelming. If you find
them helpful, the greatest way to pay me back is to try them out with your students and to like the videos,
leave a comment, and subscribe this new video prompts channel on YouTube. If they need to review the
prompt, they can rewatch it any time. An innovative teacher. I watched the videos yesterday and noticed a cool
progression in the quality of my doodles and in the level of animation in each video. This is especially helpful
for students who are second language learners. Because of a teacher. Provide Scaffolding Video prompts make
learning visible by creating a bridge between the abstract and the concrete. They are totally free to use in your
classroom. Warm-ups: Many of these video prompts work well as a daily warm-up activity. Any time. How to
Use Video Writing Prompts The following are a few of the ways you can use video writing prompts:
Assignment prompts and project prompts: You might use these videos at the start of a project or an assignment
to spark student interest and help students visualize what they will be creating. Do you do product placement
or advertising? I loved watching reluctant writers grow into passionate authors who had found their voice.
Boost Creativity Video prompts will inspire students to think more divergently, solve problems, engage in
creative writing, and make creative use of argumentation. Please understand that I have tons of ideas and
limited time. How do we contact you? These are a suite of tools that you can add to your toolbox. It was not
only more fun. Please email me at john spencerauthor. At the bottom of each post, you will see a place where
you can download the video. You can find the directions here. When students love writing, they write more
improving fluency and they work to improve their writing improving quality. It was also a chance to see and
hear the writing idea in a new way.


